Find Impact Factors with Journal Citation Reports

1. Open Journal Citation Reports.

2. Search for Impact Factors by Subject Category or search for a specific journal.

3. See relative rankings of journals by selecting Impact Factor from the dropdown menu and clicking Sort Again.

4. Find the Impact Factor under the Impact Factor column.

5. Click on the journal title to find more detailed information.

6. After selecting a journal title, select Related Journals to find similar journals.
Use Web of Science to Analyze a Subject Area and Find the Top Journals

1. Go to [Web of Science](https://www.webofknowledge.com).

2. Enter a phrase into the search bar, and select **Title** from the dropdown menu.

3. **Add Another Field** and choose a range of publication dates. Select **Year Published** from the dropdown menu, and search.

4. Select **Analyze Results**.

5. **Rank the records by this field: Source Titles** and click **Analyze**.

6. The top ten journals will be displayed.